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 GENDER AND AMBITION:
 ZORA NEALE HURSTON IN THE

 HARLEM RENAISSANCE

 by Ralph D. Story

 the literary world the "battle" between
 the sexes for publicity, publications and

 position is a conflict rooted historically in the
 dynamics of race, class and gender as they
 have existed and continue to exist in the

 United States.

 It is thus enlightening and intriguing to il-
 lustrate and examine the antecedents of the

 contemporary situation byway of the literary
 skirmishes and aesthetic debates between Zora

 Neale Hurston (1901-1960) and two of her
 well-known contemporaries, Langston Hughes
 ( 1902-1 967) and Richard Wright ( 1 908-1 960)
 beginning in the Harlem Renaissance (here-
 after referred to as HR).

 Although many of the more recent in-depth
 analyses of the Harlem Renaissance contain
 contrasting points of view on quite a few
 issues, most of the accounts and descriptions
 of Hurston as a person during the era are
 relatively consistent.1 Yet relative judgement
 in the case of Hurston seems to be deter-

 mined by the gender of the scholar or writer;
 black male scholars hold one view of her and
 black female writers hold another.

 The typical, and male, rendering of Hurston
 during the HR can be seen in Langston
 Hughes' autobiograpy, The Big Sea (1940). In
 this work she is depicted as a joke-telling, up-
 roariously funny woman who went out of her
 way to ingratiate herself with influential, rich
 whites - her purpose being to receive mate-
 rial rewards and financial sponsorship to fur-
 ther her literary career.

 Yet very few of the scholars who hold such
 views of her are willing to concede that such
 a characterization tells us little about her

 abilities as a writer. Implicitly, the HR Hurston
 "character" (some would say caricature) seems
 to be more important than the characters
 which people her fiction and folklore, most
 of which was not published during the HR but

 instead in the 1930s. 2

 In sharp contrast to the views of most HR
 scholars and the various depictions of the era,
 the views of contemporary black women
 writers, and Alice Walker's specifically, are al-
 most exclusively devoted to the lasting impor-
 tance of Hurston's work. Walker sees Hurston's

 work as a rare body of literature, "an indica-
 tion of the quality I feel is most characteristic
 of Zora's work - a sense of black people as
 complete, complex, and undiminished hu-
 man beings. . ."3

 June Jordan, herself a very great African-
 American poet, provides a positive analysis of
 Zora Neale Hurston's Eatonville (Fla.) envi-
 ronment, seeing it as an inspiration for
 Hurston's fiction in which black folk play,
 "their own particular selves in a family and
 community setting that permits relaxation
 from hunted/warrior postures and that fos-
 ters the natural person-postures of courting,
 jealousy, ambition, dream, sex, work, party-
 ing, sorrow, bitterness, celebration and fel-
 lowship."4

 Such complimentary analyses make one
 wonder just how the work of Hurston the
 writer fits the HR persona of Hurston, a person
 who has been disparagingly characterized by
 an African scholar as a woman "predisposed
 to identify more with whites (and whose) par-
 ents had large quantities of white blood in
 their veins,"5 and by scholar David L. Lewis as
 a "minion" to the white patron Charlotte
 Osgood Mason.6

 It is compelling to consider, moreover, that
 Hurston, who her astute biographer Hemen-
 way acknowledges as "one of the most
 memorable personages of the period," has
 been singled out for biting criticism as if she
 was the only player in the artist-gatekeeper-
 patron literary game that was, in fact, so much
 a part of the entire HR. Perhaps condemna-
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 tion of Hurston 's behavior is in part attribut-
 able to the scarcity of information on those
 hard-to-describe but fairly well-known rela-
 tionships between other black writers, "race"
 leaders, and their white patrons whom Hurston
 jokingly labeled "Negrotarians."

 As it is, however, the publication of David
 Lewis' When Harlem Was In Vogue (1982), an
 innovative and primary source of informa-
 tion on the HR, makes it obvious that Hurston

 was not the only writer "on the take." Indeed,
 many of the major black HR writers had a
 benefactor or benefactors: a patronage sys-
 tem which makes the HR seem just as much
 a matter of interracial connections and net-

 working as it was a matter of black talent in
 abundance so obvious that the dominant

 culture's literary world had to acknowledge it
 through social liaisons and publication op-
 portunities.

 It is very surprising that this well-known
 nexus of interracial relationships had not
 been adequately addressed prior to Lewis'
 incisive analysis and commentary. In his close
 examination, the linkages between major HR
 black artists, influential black intermediaries,
 and white philanthropy and/or patronage,
 are clearly discernible.6

 Hurston, contrary to popular belief, was
 not the only HR writer who had clear-cut
 financial ties to a white patron - Charlotte
 Osgood Mason. Langston Hughes, Claude
 McKay, Aaron Douglas and Alain Locke were
 all recepients of Osgood's financial and moral
 support. Hughes, in particular, was emotion-
 ally traumatized by his break with Mason after
 three years of relatively heavy-handed if not
 generous guidance (since Mason preferred
 to have "her artists" address her as "God-

 mother.")
 Itshouldn'tbe surprising to contemporary

 readers that the second phase of the HR, as
 part and parcel of the more visible forays of
 rich whites who flocked to Harlem to have a

 good time, was distinguishable as the era of
 widespread white support of black creative
 intellectuals. Joel Spingarn, one of the found-
 ers and supporters of the NAACP, had dis-
 cernible linkages to Harcourt Brace Publish-
 ing Company which published the works of
 Claude McKay and James Weldon Johnson;

 Alfred Knopf, a personal friend of Carl Van
 Vechten and an associate of Walter White, a
 writer and longtime secretary of the NAACP,
 was the publisher for both Hughes and White.

 Horace Liveright (of Boni and Liveright
 publishers) was one of the notable publishers
 in attendance at the Opportunity Awards
 banquets. His company published Jean
 Toomer, Jessie Faucet and Alain Locke.
 Charles S.Johnson and Locke were the man-
 agers of the Rosewald and Harmon Funds re-
 spectively - funds which were responsible
 (beyond literary support for artists) for build-
 ing YMCAs in the black community and the
 funding of Tuskeegee Institute and other tra-
 ditional black colleges' endowments.7

 In a scenario such as that indicated by the
 associations described above, Zora Neale
 Hurston's "behavior" seems to be more of a

 variation on the same theme rather than the

 conspicuous activities of an individual artist
 desperately coveting the kind of support which
 had been extended to black male writers.

 Lewis' delineation of this broader issue makes
 her actions all the more understandable and

 thereby exposes certain characterizations of
 her as sexist at worst and suspect at best. As
 Lewis perceives the HR,

 . . .white capital and influence were crucial, and
 the white presence. . .hovered over the New Negro
 world of artand literature like a benevolent censor,
 politely but pervasively setting the outer limits of
 its creative boundaries. 8

 Another aspect of the game in which
 Hurston was a participant was that of the
 much talked about - but rarely documented -
 literary infighting for recognition and publi-
 cation engaged in by struggling artists. In the
 fishbowl world of that infighting, publicity
 was precious and each artist was in competi-
 tion with all others to be seen and heard at

 book parties and social events where work
 and play were merged.

 It was also at such gatherings that influen-
 tial patrons would hear the creative work of
 the writers and choose a rising star (or stars)
 to sponsor. Hurston, like her male counter-
 parts, was merely acting as any other artist
 would in a competitive situation. Claude
 Mckay, an HR participant, made it clear in his
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 autobiography, A Long Way From Home ( 1937) ,
 that Hurston was merely one of many who
 found it necessary to court and covet connec-
 tions with rich white patrons:

 Also, among the Negro artists there was much of
 that UncleTom attitude which works like Satan

 against the idea of a coherent and purposeful Ne-
 gro group. Each one wanted to be the first Negro,
 the one Negro, and the only Negro, for the whites
 instead of for their group. Because an unusual
 number of them were receiving grants to do creative
 work, they actually and naively believed that Negro
 artists as a group would always be treated differ-
 ently from white artists and be protected by
 powerful white patrons.9

 Hurston was a player in a game which had
 many unwritten rules of convention for
 women - a game any woman at the time would
 have found impossible to win and especially
 a black woman writer-intellectual unwilling to
 discard her rural-southern black folk back-

 ground.
 One rule which she violated was the rule

 stipulating conventional and conservative
 public behavior; she smoked in public and
 consistently and candidly spoke her mind.
 And despite much retrospective glamor at-
 tached to this era, the "Roaring Twenties,"
 despite its rich flapper veneer, was still a decade
 dominated behaviorally by straightlaced con-
 ventions and ideals and particularly so for
 black women.

 One only has to read the works produced
 during the era by the other well-known black
 woman editor-novelist-writerjessie Faucet, to
 understand how far afield Hurston truly was
 from her mostly middleclass (or, if not from
 that background, certainly aspiring to it) black
 male contemporaries.10

 Additionally, within the smaller, private
 black literary city of the Harlem Renaissance,
 there was still the need for the artist to prove
 her/himself deserving of a major publisher
 to financially support and distribute her/his
 work. Thus, the task for Hurston as a black

 woman player in the interracial literary game
 was to make it: to win in a game dominated
 at the time by white men who controlled the
 game, by white spectator-readers who com-
 prised the primary audience, and by black
 men who functioned as gatekeepers and oc-
 casionally as players themselves.

 For Hurston was in fierce competition with
 her own peers when it came to seeking entry
 at the dominant culture's gates of fame and
 fortune. She recognized it for what it was and
 made no attempt to disguise it'x as a result, those
 who were unwilling or afraid to expose such
 widespread accommodation and courting of
 favors criticized her repeatedly as if her
 behavior was unusual and revealed a se-

 cretritual most others agreed upon privately
 to keep off the record. n

 It is much easier to understand Hurston's

 energetic presence as well as the contrasting
 behavior and work of Jessie Faucet, who fo-
 cused her imaginative attention on the black
 middle class and its "cultured" and Victorian

 behavior in this context.12 The eventual

 conflict between Hurston and one of her best

 HR friends, Langston Hughes, over the play
 Mule Bone can be perceived as an inevitable
 clash which began during the HR but was
 lurkingjust underneath the surface, obscured
 by the retrospective glitter of ah era which
 seemed so promising but ended so abruptly.

 An even more interesting context in which
 to place Hurston is as a southern black woman
 challenging the traditional position of women
 and exceeding the aesthetic space they had
 been traditionally provided: She dared to see
 herself as a writer with talent equal to if not
 greater than her peers at representing the
 "folk" orally and in writing. She was, essen-
 tially, more "downhome" than all the other
 Negro artists who "were" the HR and was not
 afraid to flaunt it.

 The controversy and bitter dispute between
 Hurston and Hughes over Mule Bone and
 especially Hurston's role in the affair contain
 all the aforementioned elements and tensions.

 Mule Bone, understood in this manner, be-
 comes a compelling drama, a play underwrit-
 ten by larger societal forces and staged with
 the traditional conflicts between men and

 women which are and have been all too

 universal. In this case, Hurston was an emer-

 gent, adlibbing and provocative leading lady.13

 "But Tea Cake, it 's too awful out dcre. Maybe it's
 better tuh stay heah in de wet than it is tuh try
 tuh - " I Ie stunned the argument with half a word.
 "Fix," he said and fought his way outside. He had
 seen more than Janie had.
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 This brief dialogue, an exchange between
 Janie Crawford and Tea Cake, two lovers whose
 relationship takes on epic proportions in
 Hurston 's Their Eyes Were Watching God ( 1 937) ,
 symbolically etches out and foreshadows the
 aesthetic debate between black female and

 black male writers. In short, the debate (which

 is still ongoing but discussed only occasion-
 ally) can be reduced to some basic questions.

 To what extent are the experiences of black folk

 - and especially their interaction with whites,
 typically symbolizing the dominant (and oppres-
 sive) culture - important or significant enough to
 warrant their heavy-handed inclusion and/or sub-
 sequently dominant role in most twentieth century

 fictional depictions of black life? Or, are the day-
 to-day lives of black folk, interior lives in which
 whites only occasionally appear and then as mere
 bit players, more representative of the "core " black

 experience and hence, more appropnate subject mat-
 ter for artistic renderings by black writersl 14

 The most fitting response to these queries
 is that both situational realities deserve liter-

 ary attention and that black men and black
 women writers have fictionalized those expe-
 riences in their lives which have appeared to
 be the most compelling, enduring and collec-
 tively encompassing. But what happens if
 those experiences are divergent, and uniquely
 so, because of gender, i.e., if the perspectives
 of black women writers were in sharp contrast
 to those of black male writers as a result of

 their respective sexes and the realities so in-
 timately linked to their sex-specific experi-
 ences? The actual dialogue on this matter
 would seem to indicate as much. Alice Walker,
 for instance, has written rather bluntly on the
 issue:

 It seems to me that black writing has suffered
 because even black critics have assumed that a

 book that deals with the relationship between
 members of a black family - or between a man and
 a woman - is less important than one that has
 white people as a primary antagonist. The conse-
 quence of this is that many of our books by "major"
 writers (always male) tell us little about the cul-
 ture, history, or future, imagination, fantasies,
 etc., of black people, and a lot about isolated
 (often improbable) or limited encounters with a
 nonspecific white world.15

 Mary Helen Washington, in the course of
 an essay on Hurston's Their Eyes WereWatching

 God, has also commented on what might be
 considered a skewed version of black life

 rendered by black male writers:

 The black writer sometimes gets his eyes so fixed
 on the white world and its ways of acting toward
 us that his vision becomes constricted. He reflects,
 if he is not careful, but one aspect of his people's
 experiences: suffering, humiliation, degradation.
 And he may fail to show that Black people are
 more than simply reactors, that among ourselves,
 we have laughter, tears, and loving that are far
 removed from the white horror out there.16

 The gist of this debate, even considering
 Walker's and Washington's comments to be
 accurate, however,has more to do with the
 specific focus of the writer at a given point in
 historical time and space. Black male writers,
 throughout most of the twentieth century,
 have seen the macrocosmic issues affecting
 black folk - -justice, equality and respect for
 the "race" - as being more suitable for fic-
 tional recreations of black life because these

 issues were more important for the vast
 majority of black folk. This was especially true
 during the pre-WWII era. Black women writers,
 however, have generally taken the opposite
 stance which, loosely translated, says the black
 community - its women and men in that
 order - should have always been the central
 focus for black writers. Thus, the moment

 Hurston's novel appeared in print black male
 writers critiqued it negatively.

 Their Eyes Were Watching God was reviewed
 by Richard Wright for New Masses shortly after
 its release. In his critique he accused Hurston
 of perpetuating stereotypes.17 Moreover, Ster-
 ling Brown and Ralph Ellison shortly thereaf-
 ter voiced similar misgivings about Hurston's
 work which they felt consciously or uncon-
 sciously avoided the more serious and conse-
 quential tensions and issues in black life, i.e.,
 the struggle of blacks againstwhites to achieve
 justice, which both deemed as the major task
 for serious black fiction writers.18

 Despite such disparaging criticism from
 such African-American literary giants, the work
 is a significant, very well-written novel with
 obvious philosophical and social significance
 that Wright, Brown and Ellison either dis-
 missed as irrelevant or overlooked when

 writing their reviews. Indeed, Their Eyes Were
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 Watching God is a novel that exposed philo-
 sophical differences between black men and
 women; equally significant, the reviews of the
 novel revealed a literary division of labor and
 hierarchy before there was a concerted and
 consistently visible women's movement, which
 has provided the ideological and literary
 foreground for the views of black women
 writers.

 To put it in simple terms, black male writ-
 ers during the 1930s were unwilling to con-
 cede their own territorial literary dominance
 over the most "serious" subject matters - inter-
 racial conflicts, the "state "s inadequacies, the
 fight of black folk against racism and poverty
 and the recreation of black historical figures
 in fictional form. Thus, even if a talented

 black female writer had emerged who wanted
 to deal with such issues, it would have been

 extremely difficult for her to convince pub-
 lishers and/or readers that she was up to the
 task given the chauvinism and sexism (and
 not to mention racism) so characteristic of
 American life in the pre-WWII era. Black
 male writers, perhaps unconsciously, were also
 unwilling to perceive the struggle of black
 women for sexual equality and the perspec-
 tive brought to bear on that struggle by a great
 black woman writer as literary territory and
 as an orientation worthy of detailed deline-
 ation in Hurston's novel.

 Wright, Brown and Ellison wanted to insist
 that man's inhumanity to man, in this in-
 stance the oppression of black people as a
 group by those with money and power, makes
 the possibility of genuine, reciprocal and en-
 during love remote at best and willful self-de-
 lusion at worst. They would have contended
 that the more serious problems affecting black
 people are those problems which stemmed
 from powerlessness and minority status.

 It follows in their view then that any writer
 attempting serious fiction has to address the
 more encompassing global, political, psycho-
 logical and material conflicts of a people in
 the symbolically collective sense. Their Eyes
 Were Watching God was for them a work which
 they very easily dismissed as minor and of
 secondary importance given"the struggle of
 the people" at the time. A black love story
 which took place in an all-black setting was

 not suffciently realistic nor artistically sound
 for all the aforementioned reasons.

 Hurston'sview, had she articulated it, might
 have been just the opposite. Black women,
 more than anything else, have wanted love
 whereas black men have wanted justice and
 power; yet neither is guaranteed. She might
 have also asserted that if one were given the
 choice, the quest for love and its subsequent
 attainment by black men and women are ul-
 timately more realizable and necessary for
 black folk as a precondition to their engage-
 ment in any protracted, life-threatening
 struggle.

 Hurston, in this imaginary dialogue, sym-
 bolizes the woman's perspective and demon-
 strates that women have had a different set of

 values than black male writers and this is

 made clear in their fictional recreations of

 black life. Their Eyes Were Watching God
 embodies a different value system in that it is
 clearly a delineation of the quest for love and
 self-fulfillment by Janie Crawford (the pro-
 tagonist of the novel).

 Black women writers, in addition to their
 different values, have also had a different set

 of experiences than black male writers and
 this is made patently obvious in their fictional
 recreations of black life, with Hurston's novel

 being an exceptional case in point. This work
 begins with this understanding and from the
 very first page presents the perspectives of
 men and women which are then substanti-

 ated by the work:

 Ships at a distance have every man's wish on
 board. For some they come with the tide. For
 others they sail forever on the horizon, never out
 of sight, never landing until the Watcher turns his
 eyes away in resignation, his dreams mocked to
 death by TIME. That is the life of men. Now,
 women forget all those things they don't want to
 remember, and remember everything they don't
 want to forget. The dream is the truth. Then they
 act and do things accordingly.19

 By the tale's end Janie Crawford is a fully
 developed, complex black female character.
 Indeed, Hurston revised, as Barbara Chris-

 tian contends, "the previosuly drawn images
 of the mulatta, (and) the author's rendition
 of her major characters beautifully revealed
 the many dimensions of the black woman's
 soul as well as the restrictions imposed upon
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 her by her own community - that she, like all
 others, seeks not only security but fulfill-
 ment."20 It is rather refreshing and poignant
 thatjanie's reaction to the death of Tea Cake
 (her last lover in the novel) is not one of mor-
 bid resignation but instead an elevated, height-
 ened consciousness:

 She pulled in her horizon like a great fishnet.
 Pulled it from around the waist of the world and

 draped it over her shoulder. So much of life in
 its meshes. She called in her soul to come and
 see."

 In effect, Their Eyes Were Watching God,
 Hurston's greatest literary accomplishment,
 established her as one of the great imagina-
 tive writer-folklorists in the twentieth century.
 Her characterization of Janie Crawford, the
 breath of strongly feminine perspective she
 gave Janie and her authentic rendering of
 black folk speech and legend should make it
 impossible for any African-American scholar
 to disparage her importance to the African-
 American and American literary traditions
 respectively.

 Yet, Hurston's non-fiction, excluding the
 folklore, and particularly her later statements
 in articles on race are another issue.22 She

 reacted bitterly to disparagement and what
 she considered to be generalizations about
 race which she resisted. Nevertheless, even

 on this count contemporary black women
 writers are more sympathetic and have a more
 specific understanding of Hurston's tragic
 life and unappreciated work than do black
 male writers (with the exception of the late
 Larry Neal). Barbara Christian, an astute
 contemporary black female literary critic, sees
 Hurston's life and work as example and crea-
 tive precedent:

 One of the first writers to use folk images and
 speech as well as the insular folk culture, Hurston
 anticipated future black women writers who would
 attempt to define themselves as persons within a
 specific culture rather than primarily through
 their relationships with whites. Faucet's charac-
 ters, particularly in The Chinaberry Tree, also insu-
 lated themselves with a particular class, but
 Hurston's Their Eyes Were Watching God invokes
 not one class but the total community - its lan-
 guage, images, mores, and prejudices - as its
 context. In so doing it articulates the Afro-
 American experience not only as a condition but
 as a culture.25

 Christian's view of Hurston as a writer who

 "anticipated future black women writers" and
 one who had achieved a consciousness of a
 distinct black culture is an accurate assess-

 ment. For Hurston's work was in many ways
 culturally nationalistic (as in the late 1960s)
 and anticipated and surely inspired the liter-
 ary works of black women writers of the 1970s
 and 1980s.

 Indeed, her work foreshadowed the issues
 of black women which came to prominence
 in the early 1970s, specifically the plight of
 black women as a subject matter in and of
 itself deserving of literary and scholarly atten-
 tion. The work of Ntozake Shange, and espe-
 cially the brilliantly poetic For Colored Girh
 Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow

 Is Enuf (1975) and the reactions to that work
 are most comparable to that of Hurston's ex-
 periences as a writer for both political and aes-
 thetic reasons. For Shange, like Hurston, has
 had to withstand some rather ascerbic and

 pointed criticism from black male writers for
 her choreopoem. Hopefully, history will not
 repeat itself and allow Shange's talent and
 creative power to be appreciated in her life-
 time. Zora Neale Hurston was not that fortu-

 nate.

 FOOTNOTES

 1. See Nathan Muggins' Harlem Renaissance', Langston
 Hughes' The Big Sea; Arna Bon temps' (Ed.) The Har-
 lem Renaissance Remembered ; David Lewis' When
 Harlem Was In Vogue.

 2. Zora Neale Hurston was the author of Jonah's Gourd
 Vine ( 1 934) , Mules and Men ( 1 935) , Their Eyes Were
 Watching God (1937), Tell My Horse (1938), Moses,
 Man of the Mountain ( 1 939) , Dust Tracks On a Road
 (1942) and Seraph on theSuwanee( 1948) and numer-
 ous other anthropological, folklore and "race" ar-
 ticles.

 3. Alice Walker's "Introduction" to Zora Neale Hurston:

 A Literary Biography, by Robert He me η way (Chicago:
 University of Illinois Press, 1978), p. xii.

 4. Η erne η way, Zora Neale Hurston, p. 12.
 5. Chidi Ikonne, FromDuBois to Van Vechten: The Early

 New Negro Literature, 1903-1926 (Westport, CT: Green-
 wood Press, 1981), p. 183.

 6. David Levering Lewis, When Harlem Was In Vogue
 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1981), p. 151.

 7. Ibid., pp. 75-78, 152-153, 50-58, 58-74, 125, 229-230,
 277-281, 233^234, 127, 196-197, 143^149, 121-125,
 152-155,89-98, 66-67, 59, 99, 151, 262-263, 144-146,
 70-71 , 78-88. Also see George Kent's "Patterns of the
 Harlem Renaissance," The Harlem Renaissance Re-
 membered, Ed. Arna Bontemps (Dodd Mead &: Co.:
 New York, 1972 ).

 8. Ibid., p. 98.
 9. Claude McKay, A Long Way From Home (New York:
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 Harcourt, Brace & World, 1970), p. 322.
 10. Jessie Faucet's fiction has been negatively criticized

 (for the most part justifiably) because of her almost
 exclusive focus on the black "upper class." Yet, her
 work in the real world as an editor for Crisis and as

 a literary raconteur has not received the positive at-
 tention it deserves.

 11. Numerous writers who either lived through the
 Harlem Renaissance as participants or are consid-
 ered experts on the era have barely skimmed the
 surface on the subjects of patrons and patronage
 during this era. Lewis' work is clearly a threshold in-
 vestigation of this subject and exposes it in ways
 never before uncovered.

 12. See Barbara Christian's Black Women Novelists

 (Westport: CT: Greenwood Press, 1980) for an
 excellent discussion of Faucet's work.

 13. Hurston and Hughes were friends before and dur-
 ing the play's draft but "lifelong enemies" after its
 solo completion by Hurston. Subsequent to this
 conflict, Hurston and Hughes "avoided each other
 for the rest of their lives" or approximately forty
 years. It is also significant that Hurston's claim to
 sole authorship was grounded not only in her belief
 that the characters and story of Mule Bone were
 essentially hers; she probably believed, and right-
 fully so, that she was more representative of "the
 folk" (blacks residing in the rural south) and hence
 had a more legitimate claim to recreating their lives
 than Hughes who was essentially a writer who fo-
 cused hisattention on the urban black experience.
 This "hidden "posture isjust underneath the surface
 in the following excerpt from her correspondence:
 "Now about the play itself. It was my story from
 beginning to end. It is my dialogue; my situations.
 But I am not concerned about that."

 14. I am using John Langston Gwaltney's term "core"
 which he uses to characterize the most representa-
 tive, germane experiences of "everyday" black people.
 See John Langston Gwaltney, Drylongso ( New York:
 Random House, 1980), p. xxii.

 15. John O'Brien, ed., Interviews ivith Black Writers (New
 York: Liveright, 1973), p. 202.

 16. Mary Helen Washington, "Zora Neale Hurston s
 work," Black World, August 1972, pp. 68-75.

 17. Richard Wright, "Between Laughter and Tears,"
 New Masses, October 6, 1937, pp. 24-25.

 18. Ralph Ellison, "Recent Negro Fiction," New Masses,
 August 5, 1941, pp. 22-26.

 19. Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God
 (Philadelphia: I.E. Lippincott, 1937), p. 1.

 20. Christian, p. 47.
 21. Hurston, p. 286.
 22. One of the more controversial articles by Hurston

 detailing her positions on blacks and voting is "I Saw
 Negro Votes Peddled," American Legion Magazine, 49
 (November 1950), pp. 12-13, 54-57, 59-60.

 23. Christian, p. 46.
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 If you have a vacancy on your campus -
 or if you are looking for a job - place a
 notice in BLACK SCHOLAR Classified,
 P.O. Box 2869, Oakland, CA 94609. Or
 call direct, (415)547-6633.
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